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MEDAL FOR ATLANTIC BATTLE HERO

Officers who direct the Battle of the Atlantic from the Operations Room

of the Western Approaches Command paused for a few minutes recently to do

honour to a gallant rating.

In the Operations Room Admiral Sir Percy Noble, K.C.B., C.V.O.,
Commander-in-Chief Western Approaches, presented Yeoman of Signals, C.S. Stanford,
with the Royal Humane Society’s Bronze Medal for saving life.

The Officers left their desks and their charts, while Wrens climbed down

the ladders from which they plot the progress of convoys on a huge wall chart

of the Atlantic Ocean, and stood while Admiral Sir Percy Noble made the

presentation.

The deed for which Stanford won the medal occurred when the passenger ship
in which he was sailing was torpedoed at night and sank in two minutes.

The night was dark, the sea rough arid a gale was blowing. No boat could

be launched and everybody on board was trapped or washed away.

Stanford found himself in the water near a woman passenger. He supported
her until they could reach a raft, on which he held her for nearly throe hours

before they were rescued by a British corvette.

In pinning the medal on Yeoman Stanford, Sir Percy Noble said, "We are here

to honour a very brave man. I think the Royal Humane Society’s medal is one

of the finest we have. It is usually given for an action performed without an

audience, a lonely deed in which a man risks his life alone. We are proud to

be in the same Service with him."

Stanford himself later praised the woman he had rescued.

"She was very plucky and kept her head. Our raft tipped over a couple
of times, but we were able to get back on it, " he said.

Rear AdmiralK.E.L. Creighton, the Convoy Commodore, on whose staff Yeoman

Stanford was serving at the time, attended the presentation. He had also had to swim

for his life.
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